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Thule Crossover 2 Debuts  
at The Travel Goods Show
• Deliberately Functional
• Contemporary Styling
• Travel the world 

Durable and functional, the Thule Crossover 2 are bags designed to  
keep everything organized and accessible. The all-new Thule Crossover 2  
luggage line will debut at The Travel Goods Show in Las Vegas, Nevada from  
March 26–28, 2019, and will be available to consumers in August 2019.  

• From locating a business card to stashing a jacket, you can travel  
with peace of mind knowing that all of your belongings have a  
dedicated place.

• Transition from dressy to casual and work to play while effortlessly  
complementing any style. Clean lines, rich colors and subtle design  
elements elevate each bag from ordinary luggage to part of an ensemble. 

• To satisfy the needs of today’s global traveler, every piece of the  
collection is designed with unmatched mobility and durability.
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About Thule
The Thule brand was established in 1942. 
Under the motto Bring your life, Thule 
globally offers a wide range of premium 
products for active people that allow 
them to bring what they care most for – 
safely, easily and in style. Thule designs 
and manufactures roof racks, bike, water 
and winter sport carriers, roof boxes, 
computer, and camera bags, sports bags 
and backpacks and child-related pro-
ducts such as baby joggers, child bike 
seats and bike trailers. The products are 
sold in more than 140 countries. Thule  
is the largest brand in Thule Group. 
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Thule Crossover 2 Carry On Spinner
A place for everything
A crush-resistant SafeZone, divided main compartment secured with an 
integrated TSA lock, a large front panel with mesh divider and the ability  
to expand 2.5” ensure belongings stay organized and in place. 

Designed to last
A tough, molded ballistic base, wear-resistant material, reinforcing bumpers, 
wear rails and oversized #10 zippers combine for a truly durable piece of 
luggage built to withstand the rigors of frequent travel.

Smooth navigation
Exceptional stability and a smooth, steady pull is guaranteed from the  
V-tubing telescoping handle and oversized rear spinners designed to easily 
glide over any terrain. 

Available: August 2019

Thule Crossover 2 Collection:
The 11-piece collection includes a host of carry on pieces, checked luggage 
for extended travel, and versatile travel accessories for organizing toiletries, 
electronics, and smaller personal items.  

Thule at The Travel Goods Show
Organized and sponsored by the Travel Goods Association (TGA), The Travel 
Goods Show is the world’s largest trade show for travel products. With more 
than 500 brands attracting over 5,000 attendees, The Show is an annual 
must-see event that sets the tone for the travel goods industry.

Thule’s booth will be located at the Las Vegas Convention Center,  
Central Hall, Booth 1201
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